
«bexio delivers the solution we need for our everyday business. 
Working digitally with flexible structures is exactly what is import-
ant to us. The cloud solution complements my strategy perfectly.»

Dominik Gmür from SavyX GmbH
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The Business

After gaining many years› experience at a large inter-
national auditing company, Dominik Gmür, owner and 
Managing Director of SavyX, knew that he would rat-
her run his own business than work as an auditor. He 
had always been fascinated by stories about SMEs, 
so in 2015, he founded SavyX, his accounting and fi-
duciary services company. Dominik and his team pro-
vide modern fiduciary services, specialising mainly in 
the requirements and demands of SMEs. The name 
«SavyX» is a combination of the English word «sav(v)
y» and an «X», which stands for «expert». 

SavyX and bexio

Dominik Gmür is certain that digitisation offers 
SMEs a huge range of benefits. Optimising existing 
processes saves time, which also saves money. Do-
minik Gmür and his team have been using bexio›s 
business software since 2015. He was looking for a 
bookkeeping program for his newly-founded compa-
ny that would make it easy to exchange information 
with his clients. Flexibility was of the utmost import-

ance to Dominik Gmür, which is why he decided bexio 
was the perfect solution; cloud-based software that 
can be used anywhere. bexio can be used immediate-
ly, since there is no  tedious installation process and 
no need to transfer massive amounts of data. He was 
also convinced that bexio would enable him to pro-
cess customer enquiries with ease, while also provi-
ding his clients with a tool to manage their work pro-
cesses. «The integrated banking interface impressed 
me right from the start. I can easily explain the soft-
ware to my clients. There›s no need for IT expertise 
– all it takes is a few clicks,» comments Dominik Gmür 
on using bexio. 
He also takes advantage of the «clockodo» app, which 
was released on the bexio Marketplace a year ago. 
clockodo›s cloud-based timekeeping software makes 
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it easy for Dominik to record his own working hours 
and those of his team, and to assign hours directly 
to a client or project so that they can be invoiced ac-
cordingly. As a service provider, he is always on the 
move, and is thus firmly convinced of the advantages 
of using the mobile app. Dominik Gmür has never 
neglected his timekeeping since he discovered our 
clockodo add-on. «And invoicing with bexio is so fast 
that I no longer have to give up my weekends.»

Why bexio is the perfect solution for SavyX
 ¼ Cloud-based software; works with any device, 

anytime and anywhere. 

 ¼ Simplified collaboration with clients. 

 ¼ Timekeeping for customers or projects with just a 
few mouse-clicks. 

 ¼ User interface is simple, intuitive and flexible. 

 ¼ Ready to use immediately without installation. 

 ¼ Good value for money.

Our conclusion about bexio business software

«I can see that development is progressing and that 
the needs of the market are being recognised and im-
plemented. Sometimes not quite as fast as I would 
like, but other software providers also needed years 
of development to get where they are now. But be-
xio is moving in the right direction. The support team 
is simply amazing – I don›t know anyone who offers 
such great support as bexio – to my clients and to me 
personally,» enthuses Dominik Gmür. bexio enables 
SavyX to collaborate with its clients in a much more 
goal-oriented and efficient manner. Dominik can re-
act more quickly and provide his clients with appro-
priate recommendations if liquidity bottlenecks oc-
cur or payment deadlines are not met. He and his 
team can now react so much faster that they can help 
clients to ensure that such problems do not arise in 
the first place.

«We offer our customers advice that helps them to ma-
nage their administrative tasks more successfully, more 

easily and digitally!»

Dominik Gmür.
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